Title: GameCraft: English 10 with Game Development
Length of Course: Full Year (2 semesters; 3 trimesters; 4 quarters)
Subject Area: English (“b”)
UC Honors designation: Honors
CTE Sector: Information and Communication Technologies
CTE Pathway: Games and Simulation
Grade Level: 10

Course Overview:

GameCraft: English 10 with Game Development is a course that exposes students to the
Gaming Pathway of the Information and Communication Technology Standards.
Fictional and expository readings teach students about conflict and elements of
storytelling, all necessary components of video game design. Writing assignments focus
on narrative, expository, and persuasive topics to give students an opportunity to improve
their writing skills as well as the skills necessary to begin conceptually designing a video
game. Presentations will incorporate oral language practice with the use of multimedia
tools. Students explore the wide variety of careers associated with the gaming industry
and leave the course with a portfolio of work exhibiting their software skills and writing
samples.
Course Content:
Recurring Assignment A: Tech Tool Practice & Notebook
Students explore a variety of online games and tools introducing basic concepts in
computer programming and the technical side of game design such as: Scratch,
GreenFoot, AppInventor, Game Star Mechanic, Mindmup and/or resources from sites
such as the Hour of Code, Learn to Code, and Khan Academy. These online tools allow
non-technical teachers and students to begin learning basic programming concepts
quickly using drag and drop graphics. After practicing with each game or tool, students
write reflections and descriptions of its usefulness, strengths and weaknesses, and what
they learned about programming from playing with it. They can also record tips and hints
for using the tools. Their writing could take the form of a journal, wiki, blog, or webpage,
and is updated throughout the course and can be added to the Game Design Portfolio.
Recurring Assignment B: Career Research & Exploration
In each unit of the course, students research careers chosen from a suggested list or
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realm provided by the teacher. The research may be done on the internet, a field trip, by
watching video interviews and/or guest speakers. Students may contact a professional
and conduct an interview about their experiences in the industry, or they may read an
autobiographical piece. Using this research, students complete a career research
questionnaire, or write a short summary of what they’ve learned about a specific
profession. These short assignments should be collected in a careers section of their
Game Design Portfolio. Careers of interest would include:
● Technology and Video Game Industry Careers: game designer, narrative designer,
programmer, GUI designer, gamer tester, graphic artist, game writer, game
producer, 3-D modeler, and animator.
● Business & Marketing Careers: Project manager, licensing manager, music licensing,
brand manager, advertising sales, manager, economist, accountant, investment
analyst.
● Journalism Careers: Game Journalist, Game Reviewer, Game Blogger, and Editor.
● Legal Careers: Copyright / Trademark Attorney, Licensing counsel, Corporate
Lawyer, Paralegal, and Legal Secretary
Recurring Assignment C: Best Practices Portfolio
Within each unit, students complete assignments that will be compiled into a “Best
Practices” portfolio. This portfolio will showcase written and gaming assignments. These
assignments are essential for creating their culminating project - writing a game design
document.
Unit One Overview
Students begin GameCraft with an analysis of conflict in literature, contemporary issues,
and gaming, as a means of exploring the impact of a sequence of events and the
decisions made within the event. Students will read a collection of short stories and
current events, and analyze current and past video games in order to learn about conflict
and sequence of events. Students write expository pieces in order to synthesize the
information and skills in this unit and begin the narrative writing process through the
creation of their first video game as a foundational skill towards the completion of their
culminating project. Students begin two recursive assignments in Unit 1, where they
investigate careers, as well as selection of their best practices and work samples from
the unit to add to a “Game Design Portfolio.”
Unit 1: Assignments
Key Assignment 1: Students begin by analyzing the sequence of events and decisions in
conflict in literature. After reading a selection of short stories (3-5 from district adopted
textbook, e.g. E.A. Poe, Bradbury), students identify sequence and decisions, the role and
function of conflict in the stories, and the contributions of each character to the conflict in
1-2 page analytical reflections per short story. The reflections require students to extend
analysis by incorporating alternate endings for these stories and emphasize how the
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decisions characters make affect the conflict and influence the story’s end.
Key Assignment 2: Students further analyze the influences of conflict through the lens of
current events by researching two political and two social conflicts in the news. They
create a graphic organizer that delineates the sequence, repetitions (if applicable), and
decisions that created each event. Building from Key Assignment 1’s conflict analysis,
students now propose an alternative course of action that would change the outcome of
each of their current real-world events. Students create a 2-3 minute multimedia
presentation by creating a video or using modern presentation software (ex: Powerpoint
or Prezi), about the event of their choice that communicates the sequence of events,
decisions, repetitions, and alternative endings shown in their graphic organizer.
Key Assignment 3: Students select a video game and analyze the conflict(s) within the
game by creating a flow chart examining the characters, selected conflict, and the
specific decision points (some free options include Minecraft, game screen/play videos
on YouTube, Addictinggames). Synthesizing information and analysis from assignments
1 and 2, students write a two to three page essay in a formal academic format (e.g. MLA
or APA), comparing and contrasting three conflicts from these three genres: a video
game, a current event, and a work of literature. Specifically they will discuss decisions
that lead to conflict and resolution. This assignment allows students to analyze the
differences and similarities between conflict across genres, which will inform their writing
and analysis of conflict in later assignments. Students include this assignment in the
Game Design Portfolio that culminates in Unit 6.
Key Assignment 4: To gain hands-on experience with game making applications,
students create an introductory level game using an electronic multimedia tool. Possible
game making tools would be Scratch, Greenfoot, Google Sites (using links), Prezi,
Powerpoint (nonlinear), GameStarMechanic, Lightbot or a similar application. The game
includes conflicts and illustrates how characters/people affect and create conflict (from
assignments 1-3). Their game will include a minimum of three characters (sprite, avatars,
or objects), 2 conflicts, and 3 decisions with evidence of using “if-then” or “if-then-else”
decision structures. Students experiment with the basic functions of the selected game
design or programming tool and how decisions are programmed or defined with that
software. Students write a 2-3 page reflection of their initial experiences in game
creation, including likes, dislikes, epiphanies, and take-aways. This practical exercise in
game creation will help inform student script writing and game strategy work in later
assignments. Students include this assignment in the best practices portion of the Game
Design Portfolio that culminates in Unit 6.
Unit 2: History, Social Impact and Game Theory
In this unit, students continue their focus on the essential theme of conflict and decision
making involved in the creation of game/s and/or design. Students explore the history
and evolution of gaming and the social impact it has on our world today by researching
games across the globe, analyzing decision making, the cultural relevancy of games and
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their impact on global societies. Through a research paper about a specific game,
students gain foundational knowledge of games, strategic thinking and the contributions
of various cultures to gaming, as we know it. After acquiring foundational knowledge
about the history and social impact of gaming, students extend their knowledge of
gaming by learning the basics of game theory. Students read and analyze a variety of
expository texts, such as “How Gerber Used a Decision Tree in Strategic Decision
Making,” “Rethinking the Morality of the Prisoner's Dilemma,” and Harvard Business
School Case Study “Competitive Dynamics in Home Video Games: The Nintendo Super
NES” in order to analyze these companies’ strategies, decisions and outcomes. Through
the creation of a decision tree, students discover the sequential thinking involved in
bringing a video game to life . They explore the ethical and moral conflicts of gaming with
a formal debate and argumentative paper responding to the question “Should there be
an age limit on the purchase of “M” rated video games?”
Unit 2: Assignments
Key Assignment 1: Annotated Timeline of Human Play
In order for students to understand the role of games throughout the evolution of
societies around the world, students (in groups) research 3-5 influential non-electronic
games and create an annotated timeline that showcases original culture or country,
variations, and how games have travelled and evolved over time (e.g. Chess, Checkers,
Chinese Checkers, Lacrosse, Soccer (Futbol), Olympic events, Puzzles, etc).
Key Assignment 2: History of Game Play Throughout the World
Using the product of Key Assignment 1 - their annotated timeline, students research the
cultural, psychological, physical, and emotional effects that gaming has on the world.
Using their timeline and research to track the correlations between a game’s evolution
and impact throughout the world, students will create a 3-4 page research paper on an
influential non-electronic game (such as baseball or Mancala), including: country of origin,
its evolution over time, the history and the game’s cultural relevancy on society.
Key Assignment 3: Game Theory - Decision Tree and Essay
“Look ahead and Reason back”
Students analyze business strategies, decisions, and outcomes from expository texts that
model how adults in business and other professional situations use decision trees (e.g.
“How Gerber Used a Decision Tree in Strategic Decision Making”, “Rethinking the morality
of the Prisoner's Dilemma” and Harvard Business School Case Study “Competitive
Dynamics in Home Video Games: The Nintendo Super NES” ). This assignment allows
students to focus on their critical thinking skills where they can predict, evaluate, and
justify the consequences and gains of a decision. Using a flow chart (such as Inspiration
Maps, MindMup, WiseMapping, or a word processing template), students apply their
newly-acquired knowledge of decision tree decision making to create their own decision
tree focusing on a conflict in their own life. Based on the expository text decision tree
model they read and a conflict in their own life, students justify the logical reasoning
behind their decisions in a 2-3 page analytical essay. Students will later use their
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knowledge of branching logic in the decision tree in Unit 5. Students include this
assignment in the best practices portion of the Game Design Portfolio that culminates in
Unit 6.
Key Assignment 4: Ethics and Gaming Debate
In preparation for assignment 5, students research the psychological, cognitive, and
physical effects of video games on minors. Students debate the topic, “Should there be
an age limit for the purchase of games rated “Mature?” Student debates will be assessed
and guided by a teacher-generated rubric and a panel of moderators (panel members
will be chosen by the course instructor).
Key Assignment 5: Argumentative Position Essay
Students use their research from Key Assignment 4 to write a 3-5 page argumentative
essay stating their position in response to the following question, “Should there be an age
limit on the purchase of “M” rated video games?” It is important that students be able to
not only explain their position orally, but in written format as well. Students essays include
evidence of logical reasoning, appeal to emotion and counterarguments. Students
include this assignment in the Game Design Portfolio that culminates in Unit 6.
Unit 3: Elements of Storytelling and Genres
Through reading and analysis of a novel, students explore the relationship between the
elements of storytelling (plot, setting, characterization, points of view, theme, symbolism,
dialogue, etc.) and how they come together to produce a cohesive story. Students
analyze the use of storytelling techniques, including plot and character development,
setting and its role building plot and character, and thematic development, in video
games and compare/contrast video game storytelling with written storytelling, providing
them with an in-depth understanding of how the process of storytelling works. Students
use a variety of methods, from class, online, and hybrid discussions to written literary
analysis, to examine the features of literature and the similarities and differences
between literature and video game storytelling. The unit culminates with the students
developing a flowchart and storyboard identifying a concept conflict that could become
a video game storyline, preparing them for the Game Design Portfolio that culminates in
Unit 6.
Unit 3: Assignments
Key Assignment 1: Plot, Setting and Tone
In order for students to understand how game designers and authors effectively use plot
and setting in storytelling, students examine a novel and a video game. Students explore
plot (sequencing; flashback, flash forward, etc.), setting, and tone/mood (imagery) in a
novel and video game. After reading a novel rich in setting detail (such as Lord of the
Flies, Fahrenheit 451, Animal Farm, Ender’s Game, The Hunger Games), students
participate in a discussion (Socratic Seminar, fishbowl, or web-based real-time) of the
elements of plot in the novel, and how the setting contributed to the plot and the
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tone/mood of the story. Students then choose a short clip/scene from a video game and
write a 1-2 page paper that uses textual evidence to support claims analyzing how plot,
setting, and tone/mood interact.
Key Assignment 2: Characterization and Point of View
In order for students to understand how game designers and authors effectively use
dialogue and point of view to reveal characters, students examine the same novel used in
Assignment 1 and a video game. Students explore characterization and point of view in
both the novel and video game by designing annotated storyboards that depict how
dialogue and point of view reveal character in a scene from the novel and a video game
clip/scene. The annotated storyboard explicitly states (in its annotations) how the
action/vocabulary depicted in the storyboard reveals character traits and motivations.
This assignment reinforces that storytelling takes place in multiple genres.
Key Assignment 3: Theme
Continuing the novel analysis from assignments 1 and 2, students explore how theme is
developed and revealed. Students engage in an in-depth discussion in which they
analyze the theme of the novel. Students then choose a video game and write a 2-4 page
paper analyzing its theme(s), using textual evidence ,from both the video game of their
choice and the novel with examples specifically related to the plot and characterization in
the game. Students use their understanding of how theme is revealed to build the
foundation of Key Assignment 4.
Key Assignment 4: Concept Creation, Flowchart and Storyboard
Cooperative groups identify a conflict concept for a videogame that their group will plan,
and create a flowchart to outline the story. Using the flowchart as a guide, students
create a storyboard that will continue to be developed as the course progresses.
Students will use their understanding of thematic development through plot (premise),
setting (world/level description), motivation, genre, and characterization through dialogue
to create the storyboard, outlining the game idea. Students are assessed based on a
teacher-generated rubric involving those elements. Students include this assignment in
the game design document portion of the Game Design Portfolio that culminates in Unit
6.
Optional Key Assignment 5: Game Narrative
Students write a 3-4 page game narrative (a piece of writing that gives vivid details of the
setting, characters, conflict, and other elements of plot) based on one scene from their
storyboard from Key Assignment 4. A game narrative is a crucial piece of the game
design document as it brings to life the idea/concept of the game. (Alternatively, this
assignment can be done in unit 6.) The game narrative will be included in the game
design document portion of the Game Design Portfolio that culminates in Unit 6.
Unit 4: Game Analysis and Review Project
This unit serves as a bridge between the foundational knowledge built in Units 1-3 and
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the application of that knowledge in Units 5-6. Students use key understandings of the
role of conflict in decision making, the history and social impact of games, and the
elements of storytelling, from Units 1, 2, and 3 to produce a written and multimedia critical
review of a video game. Beginning with an introduction to the genre of critical reviews
using both professional and amatuer reviews as models, students evaluate the
conventions of the genre and, using the rubric upon which the students’ work will be
assessed, the qualities of a well-written review. Using specific details from game and
game play as textual evidence to support claims, students write a critical review of a
video game which includes analysis of storytelling technique, game play features, where
the game fits into the current body of video games, and an overall assessment of the
quality of the game. Students then produce a multimedia presentation which
summarizes the highlights of the written review in a 3-5 minute presentation.
Unit 4: Assignments
Key Assignment 1: Video Game Review Study
Using articles provided by the teacher, students read at least two examples of credible
video game reviews from current game review media (e.g. Game Informer) and annotate
the reviews for evidence of credibility. Students then read an example of a review by a
non-professional writer (i.e. blog post, personal website) and compare and contrast the
quality and conventions of the different approaches to writing game reviews. Students
write a reflective piece which compares and contrasts the qualities or features of the
different reviews and analyzes the overall effectiveness of each review (2-3 pages).
Key Assignment 2: Video Game Critical Review
Students produce a written and multimedia critical review of a video game which
addresses storytelling techniques (conflict, plot, characterization, etc.), gameplay
features (strategy, scoring, interactivity), an analysis of where the game fits into the
current body of video games (genre; is it a new approach, does it repeat existing games,
does it bring something new to an existing game genre, does it fail to accomplish
anything good?), and an overall assessment of the quality of the game. Students make
claims supported by evidence from the game and their own experiences with gameplay,
addressing the key elements of the critical review. The written portion will be 3-5 pages
long; the multimedia presentation will summarize the written review in 3-5 minutes, using
audio and visual communication techniques. This might be a narrated video, slide show,
non-linear presentation, or an animation. Audio components might include narration,
music, and/or sound effects. Visual component could be still, video, animation, or a
combination. Students include this assignment in the best practices portion of the Game
Design Portfolio that culminates in Unit 6.
Unit 5: Rhetoric and Ethics in Video Game Marketing
Students build upon their knowledge of rhetoric through the study of video game
marketing. Students analyze the history of marketing of a particular game and the role of
rhetorical strategies in its marketing. Students then examine a case study or article(s) to
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explore the ethical issues involved in marketing particular games. Students then produce
an annotated decision tree analyzing the history of ethical issues, and the process of
decision making involved, in making marketing decisions. Students then build on the
position they took in the culminating assignment in Unit 3, and include the issue of
whether it is ethical to market adult-themed games to minors in both a debate and an
argumentative essay. This unit culminates with a game concept pitch in which students
apply their knowledge of marketing strategies to produce a presentation “pitching” their
proposed game from Unit 3, Key Assignment 4 to potential investors in the game.
Unit 5: Assignments
Key Assignment: 1 The Rhetoric of Game Marketing
Students select a video game, such as Borderlands 2 or Halo 4, and research its
marketing history, including any of the following:
● print advertisements
● large posters/billboards
● trailers
● television advertisements
● websites
● use of social networking
● merchandise
● press releases
● previews/reviews
● public appearances/premiers
● celebrity endorsement
Using their research, students create a 2-4 page analysis of the game’s strategies in
advertising, promotion, public relations, and sales. This analysis should consider the use
of rhetorical devices (logos, ethos, and pathos) in advertising. Students must describe
how the game company focused on a particular market (audience) and the strategies the
company employed to persuade their target audience to purchase their product. This
analysis will help students in assignment 4 of this unit and in creating their own marketing
strategies later in their culminating activity - their game design document.
Key Assignment 2: Study of Ethical Issues in Marketing
Through their own research, students read a case study or article(s) that examine history
of the ethical and social issues surrounding the marketing of adult-themed games. The
case study or article(s) may focus on a single game franchise over multiple iterations or a
notable single game. Using their understanding of branching logic in decision trees from
Unit 2, students create an annotated decision tree in which they follow the series of
decisions the creating company made, the alternatives to those choices, and the
students’ annotations speculating (or providing evidence from the reading) on why the
decisions were made. This prepares students for Key Assignment 3, in which they take a
position on an issue.
Key Assignment 3: Marketing to Minors Ethics Debate and Argumentative Essay
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Students examine samples of marketing materials for adult-themed games, including
video game reviews. Following class discussions about visual rhetoric, rhetorical
strategies, and the influence of imagery, students build on their position from Unit 2, Key
Assignment 5, to engage in a debate that considers the ethics of marketing
adult-themed games to minors. Using this material, and readings from the previous two
assignments, students will then write a 2-4 page argumentative essay in which they
provide evidence and examples from their readings and class debate to support a
position on whether it is ethical to market games to minors.
Key Assignment 4: Game Concept Pitch
Using the flowchart and storyboard for the game concept developed at the end of Unit 3,
students create a multi-media pitch presentation to be presented to a group of potential
investors. This multimedia product might take the form of a slide show, website, video or
Prezi. Students will use the technical skills they have acquired during Recurring
Assignment A (Tech Tool Practice), in Unit 1 Asst. 2, and Unit 4 Asst. 4. The goal of the
pitch presentation is to persuade potential funding sources, publishers, or other decision
makers to invest in the project. The pitch should include genre, target audience and
customer motivation for purchasing the product, target rating (is it rated E, T, M, etc.),
unique selling proposition (i.e., what is unique about the game and marketing?), and
identification of major competitors. This assignment will serve as a foundation for the
‘game proposal’ in Unit 6. Students include this assignment in the game design document
portion of the Game Design Portfolio.
Unit 6: The Game Design Document (GDD)
Students examine game design process steps. During the final culminating project,
students demonstrate their understanding of the previously addressed concepts of
conflict analysis, storytelling (through plot structure), and the role of event sequence
(Foreshadowing, flashbacks, flash forwards, etc.) and decisions. Students read and
analyze an actual Game Design Document as a model for constructing their own. Using
these concepts, students assemble previous work and create their own expository short
samples from select portions of a Game Design Document including: game concept,
flowchart, storyboard, game pitch, cutscene script, game proposal, world/level
descriptions, and game scripting. Students peer review each others’ game design
documents and write a formal constructive criticism (to be provided the teacher and
student). Students analyze feedback and incorporate it into their final revision to be
presented to an outside audience such as: industry expert/community partner panel, a
game expo, gaming students or teachers from the school.
Unit 6: Assignments
Key Assignment 1: The Game Development Process
In order to understand the place of the Game Design Document in the sequence of game
production, students research and summarize the essential components of the game
development process in an annotated chart. The annotated chart includes
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pre-production, high concept, pitch, and game design document, through to post
production; Using essential industry vocabulary and processes, students identify and
describe which part of the process interests them the most in a well structured one page
reflective paper. This annotated chart and reflection represents foundational knowledge
as students progress towards their culminating project and should be included in their
portfolio.
Key Assignment 2: Introduction to Game Scripting
Individually students collect an example of a “cut-scene video’’ from a video game. A cut
scene is a piece of narrative plot development added to a video game (see resources for
more information), inserted between game play levels or episodes and provides essential
information a player needs to complete the game. Students then identify and present to
the class the ‘essential information’ provided in that scene that a player needs to know. In
cooperative groups, students write their own dialogue script, 2-3 pages, from a
teacher-provided cutscene video from an existing game with the audio removed,
incorporating all the elements of a teacher-given set of ‘essential information’ a player
needs to know for success. The video game cutscene script will be added to the student’s
game design portfolio.
Key Assignment 3: Introduction to Game Design Documents (GDD)
In cooperative groups, students read and analyze an existing Game Design Document in
preparation for writing select samples of the GDD for their game concept in assignment
3. The cooperative groups jigsaw the text and classify the different components (list
them) they discover. The groups present their findings to the class.
Key Assignment 4: Major Project: Game Design Document
A Game Design Document combines narrative, expository and persuasive writing skills
with the technical and creative components of inventing a video game. Working in teams,
students create select portions of their own Game Design Document GDD, with a variety
of samples incorporating their design, analytical, and written work from previous units.
The GDD should include: game concept, flowchart, and storyboard (Unit 3 assignment 4),
game pitch (Unit 4), cutscene game scripts (Assignment 1), game proposal, world/level
descriptions, and game scripting.
A. Game Proposal: Students will compose a 2-3 page game proposal that is based
on their previously created concept document and expands five major aspects of
their original game design: Gameplay, Story Synopsis, Character Descriptions,
Audience and Hook, with their decisions defended.
B. World/Level Descriptions: Students compose a 2-3 page description of the game’s
worlds or levels based on the settings from their previously created storyboards.
Students clearly justify how their world/levels connect to and affect the gameplay,
using elements of their storyboards as evidence. World/Level descriptions are
assessed according to a teacher generated rubric.
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C. Game Scripting: Using their storyboards from Unit 3 assignment 4, students write
6-8 pages of game script samples from different game contexts such as: game
play dialogue, chatter scenes, cut scenes (from assignment 1), and game narrative
(may have been completed in option assignment 5 in Unit 3). Students will assess
how their scripts contribute to the game story using a teacher provided rubric
assessing connections to plot, setting, tone, characterization, point of view, and
theme concepts covered in Unit 3.
Key Assignment 5: Peer Review and Revision
In cooperative groups, students review each others’ GDDs and provide written feedback
using a teacher generated rubric assessing the completion of all necessary components
of the GDD. Groups compose 1-2 pages of commentary with questions, suggestions, and
constructive criticism. After the peer reviews, cooperative groups revise their GDDs
showing evidence of having incorporated feedback.
Key Assignment 6: GDD Showcase
Students will present their GDDs for review outside of the class in a setting such as:
industry expert/community partner panel, game expo, or reviews from gaming students
or teachers from the school. A Game Expo or similar school / community event would be
motivating and exciting for students, and might help recruit students for this and other
CTE-linked courses. Although the format of the game expo will be determined by the
course instructor, students’ work should reflect mastery of writing (narrative, expository,
and argumentative), elements of plot, conflict, characterization, and reasoning; as well as
technical computer and design skills, introductory programming skills, and presentation
skills.

Texts:
Title: District Adopted English Anthology
Edition: any
Publication Date: any
Publisher: any
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: District Adopted English 10 Textbook
Edition: any
Publication Date: any
Publisher: any
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Writing with Clarity and Style: A Guide to Rhetorical Devices for Contemporary
Writers
Author(s): Robert A. Harris
Publication Date: September 2002
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ISBN10: 1884585485
ISBN13: 9781884585487
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: APA and MLA Writing Formats
Edition: 1st Edition
Publication Date: 2003
Publisher: Pearson
Author(s): Chalon E. Anderson, Amy T. Carrell, Jimmy Widdifield
ISBN10: 0205424376
ISBN13: 9780205424375
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: The Teacher’s Guide to Leading Student-Centered Discussions: Talking About Texts
in the Classroom
Publication Date: 2006
Publisher: Corwin
Author(s): Michael S. Hale and Elizabeth A. City
ISBN10: 1412906350
ISBN13: 9781412906357
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Socratic Seminars and Literature Circles
Publication Date: 2001
Publisher: Routledge
Author(s): Mark Moeller and Victor Moeller
ISBN10: 1930556225
ISBN13: 9781930556225
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Lord of the Flies
Author(s): William Golding
ISBN10: 0399501487
ISBN13: 9780399501487
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Fahrenheit 451
Publication Date: 2004
Publisher: Del Rey
Author(s): Ray Bradbury
ISBN10: 8445074873
ISBN13: 9788445074879
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Animal Farm Edition: 50th Anniversary Edition
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Publication Date: 1996
Publisher: Signet Classics
Author(s): George Orwell
ISBN10: 9780451526342
ASIN: 0451526341
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Ender’s Game
Publication Date: 1994
Publisher: Tor Science Fiction
Author(s): Orson Scott Card
ISBN10: 0812550706
ISBN13: 9780812550702
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: The Hunger Games
Publisher: Scholastic Press
Author(s): Suzanne Collins
ISBN10: 9780439023528
ISBN13: 9780439023528
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Character Development and Storytelling for Games
Edition: 2 edition
Publication Date: April 3rd, 2013
Publisher: Pathway introductions
Projects
1. Concept/Design Practice & Student Creation (throughout all units)
2. Storyboards Practice & Creation (Unit 3)
3. DecisionBased Game (throughout all units)
4. Rooting the game in reality (Unit 6) Playability, researching current games and
formats, markets & demographics (basic Google search)
Publisher: Cengage Learning PTR
Author(s): Lee Sheldon
URL Resource: http://www.cm.rpi.edu/pl/people590/leesheldon
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
Title: Professional Techniques for Video Game Writing
Publication Date: 4/18/2008
Publisher: Taylor & Francis
Author(s): Wendy Despain (editor)
Usage: Read in entirety or near entirety
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Title: Writing for Video Game Genres: From FPS to RPG
Publication Date: 2/26/2009
Publisher: A K Peters/CRC Press
Author(s): Wendy Despain
Usage: Read excerpts
Title: Game Design Workshop: A Playcentric Approach to Creating Innovative Games
Edition: 3rd
Publication Date: 3/5/2014
Publisher: A K Peters/CRC Press
Author(s): Tracy Fullerton
Usage: Read excerpts
Title: The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses
Publication Date: 8/4/2008
Publisher: CRC Press
Author(s): Jesse Schell Page 3
Usage: Read excerpts
Title: Game Development Essentials: An Introduction
Edition: 3rd
Publication Date: 8/17/2011
Publisher: Cengage Learning
Author(s): Jeannie Novak
Usage: Read excerpts
URL Resource: http://jeannie.com
Title: David Perry on Game Design: A Brainstorming ToolBox
Publication Date: 3/24/2009
Publisher: Cengage Learning
Author(s): David Perry, Rusel DeMaria
Usage: Read excerpts
Title: Minecraft: The Unlikely Tale of Markus “Notch” Persson and the Game that Changed
Everything
Edition: Reprint edition
Publication Date: 10/17/2013
Publisher: Seven Stories Press
Author(s): Daniel Goldberg, Linus Larsson, Jennifer Hawkins
Usage: Read excerpts
Title: Theory of Fun for Game Design
Edition: Second Edition
Publication Date: 12/2/2013
Publisher: O'Reilly Media
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Author(s): Ralph Koster
Usage: Read excerpts
Title: Reality Is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better and How They Can Change the World
Edition: reprint edition
Publication Date: 12/27/2011
Publisher: Penguin Books
Author(s): Jane McGonigal
Usage: Read excerpts

Recurring Assignments Supplemental Resources:
Easy teaching technology, coding, or gaming resources:
GameStarMechanic is a really popular and easy game making website
http://gamestarmechanic.com/
Scratch - Introductory Game Creation Program: http://scratch.mit.edu
Greenfoot.org - Game making site: http://www.greenfoot.org/door
Interview with Clarence Page, senior writer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPFqioUUkiw&list=PL664409C181919011
Possible video resource for exploring video game writing as a career:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yGaNjtvhkI
Example course combining game design and ELA including links to common core:
http://gaming4schools.yolasite.com
Interview with Clarence Page, senior writer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPFqioUUkiw&list=PL664409C181919011
Possible video resource explore video game writing as a career (still need to watch):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yGaNjtvhkI
Example course combining game design and ELA including links to common core
http://gaming4schools.yolasite.com
Lifehacker - Blog filled with tips, how-to videos and interviews that can inspire projects.

Unit 1: Supplemental Resources
Scratch - Introductory Game Creation Program https://scratch.mit.edu/
Greenfoot.org - Game making site http://www.greenfoot.org/door
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GameStarMechanic is a really popular and easy game making website
http://gamestarmechanic.com/
Game resource site containing lessons and sample game design links and much more
http://www.sloperama.com/advice.html
Mind mapping resources:
https://bubbl.us
https://www.text2mindmap.com
https://www.literatureandlatte.com/scapple.php
http://www.mindmup.com
http://www.wisemapping.com
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/templates/decision-tree-diagram-examples-TC101875
484.aspx
Unit 2: Supplemental Resources
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy: Game Theory
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/game-theory/
Decision tree and an easy way to learn coding http://lightbot.com/hocflash.html
http://vi.sualize.us/infographic_a_simple_decision_flow_chart_so8230_are_you_
happy_poster_happiness_graphic_picture_6NFy.html (“Are you happy?”)
Article Links:
Supreme Court Rulings on Video Games
Marketing to Kids: The “Born to Buy” Generation
Why studios need to think about the ethics of social gaming
Video Gaming Can Increase Brain Size and Connectivity
Social Consequences of Gaming Addiction
Adverse Effects of Violent Media Imagery on Young People
Is media violence damaging to kids?
Unit 3: Supplemental Resources
http://www.gamasutra.com Gamasutra - The Art & Science of Making Games
Scratch - Introductory Game Creation Program https://scratch.mit.edu/
Greenfoot.org - Game making site http://www.greenfoot.org/door
gamestarmechanic is a really popular and easy game making website
http://gamestarmechanic.com/
Game resource site containing lessons and sample game design links and much more
http://www.sloperama.com/advice.html
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Unit 4: Supplemental Resources
Game ReviewWebsite, both professional and amatuer
http://www.metacritic.com/game/pc
Game Review examples
Game Informer: Review of Titanfall (positive)
Game Informer: Review of R.B.I. Baseball '14 (negative)
Bioshock Infinity Blog Review
Top 5 Reasons Game Reviews Don't Matter
www.gameinformer.com
Unit 5: Supplemental Resources
Decision trees and an easy way to learn coding http://light-bot.com/hocflash.html
Wired Magazine flow chart sample
http://archive.wired.com/magazine/2011/03/st_flowchart_photos/
Simple flow chart decision tree examples (humorous and educational)
http://www.column-capital-d.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/textflowchart.jpg
(“Should you text him?”)
http://vi.sualize.us/infographic_a_simple_decision_flow_chart_so8230_are_you_happy
_poster_happiness_graphic_picture_6NFy.html (“Are you happy?”)
Marketing and Business information
http://www.gamesindustry.biz GamesIndustry International
Gamasutra - The Art & Science of Making Games
vgchartz.co The VGChartz Network
GameRankings.com is a site where you can read game reviews and statistics on sales
(the ultimate measure of whether a game is "good" when it comes right down to it).
GameSpot is a great place to get reviews and information about video games that have
been released. See who published them, who developed them, read reviews, see
screenshots, and even links for buying them.
http://vgsales.wikia.com/wiki/Halo Game sale wiki
Course outline and materials from a U.K. syllabus for a class on Media Studies.
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/media-studies/gcse/media-studies-4810
Unit 6: Supplemental Resources
Cut Scenes descriptions: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cutscene
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/Cutscene
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy: Game Theory
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http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/game-theory/
http://www.gamasutra.com Gamasutra - The Art & Science of Making Games
Game Design Template from University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,l Comp Sci Dept.
UNC Game Design Template

Additional Teacher Supplemental Resources:
Blogs about why coding is important in writing class
http://www.middleweb.com/11559/learning-coding-in-writing-class/
http://www.middleweb.com/10878/game-reached-writer/
Presentation on teaching ELA and Gaming
http://www.slideshare.net/ShaneSullivanLHS/interactive-text-teaching-video-games-in-t
he-ela-classroom
Example course combining game design and ELA including links to common core
http://gaming4schools.yolasite.com
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